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Mid-November 2014 has been a time of record-setting temperatures and snowfall. Hardly anyone in the
United States can avoid it, and even if your locale hasn’t experienced record cold itself, somewhere in
your region has. This is not how global warming is supposed to work.
The United States has experienced an unusual amount of record-breaking cold weather and weatherrelated phenomena in 2014. Early in the year, in large part due to the polar vortex, hundreds, if not
thousands, of American cities and towns experienced multiple days of record-setting temperatures – both
record lows and record-low high temperatures.
This odd weather continued into the summer. In July, record lows or record-low high temperatures were
set in cities across the nation, including in Atlanta, Baltimore, Dallas, and Pittsburgh, as well as in states
from Minnesota to Alabama and Florida. The streak continued into September, when 246 record-low high
temperature records were broken or tied between September 1 and September 10 alone.
Jacksonville, Florida recently joined hundreds of other cities in the nation that have, since November 10,
witnessed record lows – a low of 24 degrees broke the 141-year-old mark for November 20 by six
degrees.
Weather Bell Analytics reports:
An astounding 226 million Americans will experience at or below freezing temperatures (32°F) on
Tuesday as well – if you venture outdoors.
More than 85% of the surface area of the Lower 48 reached or fell below freezing Tuesday morning. All
50 states saw at or below freezing temperatures on Tuesday.
Record lows from Idaho to Nebraska and Iowa south to Texas and east through the Great Lakes, the
eastern 2/3 of the US will shatter decades-long and in some cases, century-long records. Temperatures
east of the Rockies will be 20–40°F below climate normals.
Compared to normal, temperatures over the past several days have dropped off a cliff – to 10°C below
climate normal – more anomalous than even during the polar vortex of early January.
And Boston.com reported 1,360 cities and towns set daily-low maximum records over the past week.
On one night in mid-November, every state in the nation, including Florida, Hawaii, and Texas, had one or
more locations reporting at or below freezing temperatures, and 85 percent of the nation saw freezing
temperatures. This is mid-November, not mid-winter.
And let’s not forget about snowfall. Buffalo, among other Great Lakes region cities, is experiencing
“Snowpocalypse,” a phrase I’m copywriting if possible. More than six feet of snow fell in Buffalo in less
than 48 hours, with three or more feet threatening to fall by the end of the week. This is more than the city
typically gets annually.
By November 3, areas in Maine, which typically accumulate less than a foot of snow for the entire month
of November, had already received two feet of snow. Not to be outdone, on November 1, South Carolina
experienced its earliest snowfall since official records began in 1886. The previous earliest snowfall
recorded was on November 9, 1913.
Indeed, snow currently covers more than 50 percent of the country, more than twice the coverage the
United States usually experiences for mid-November.
The records keep falling and climate models keep getting it wrong.
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